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Data Product 
gaining attention

One of the pillars of the hypeted Data Mesh is 
data product

Yet generating value from data products requires data literacy skills which are still not too 
commonly available

HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW



is selling my data the only and most profitable option?

Value co-creation (service) is the key –
that is why data-driven services are
eating the data economy



Services are 
eating the 
world

DVD -> Netflix
still have the movies as digital products

Rolls Royce Jet Engines -> flight hours
engines are still manufactured

Trucks -> MAN “truck use as a service” 
still there are trucks



Three Layers of the Data Economy
Focus today – B2B viewpoint

Productize and Servitize data to maximize 
partner network (closed data ecosystems) 

Servitize data to maximize 
sales and customer value 

Productize data for internal use to gain 
maximum speed 

Build solid foundation before ascending towards the top



Forms of VALUE DELIVERYFocus here



Data as a 
Product

Customers gain new knowledge and 
information about their target customers 
and/or markets that would have been 
otherwise inaccessible for them.

EXAMPLES: 
• Telia (mobile network operator) who sells crowds 

insights based on the location data collected from their 
mobile network. 

• Vodafone who sells raw people location data to TomTom
• Demola Global provides hidden signals information and 

generation Z  viewpoints to customers on any given 
subject.  

Sell source or processed data to 
customers and/or other 
parties. 



Data-
enhanced
products

By leveraging gained data, vendors can provide 
new product features and functionalities, such as 
remote and real-time monitoring, location and 
condition diagnostics.

EXAMPLES:
• Hilti sells smart power tools that can indicate where they 

are and when are due for maintenance, repair, or 
calibration, allowing Hilti to provide overarching value 
propositions for their customers equipment needs. 

Take existing product 
offerings and enhance them 
with data. 



Data-driven
services

Vendors sell intangible insights and know-how in the 
form of recommendations and various consulting 
services that highlight and propose potential 
improvement opportunities in the customers´
processes. 

EXAMPLES: 
• eGate offers IoT-driven system for concrete drying time

forecasting, optimize jobsite conditions early enough to 
meet the project schedule and eliminate the need for 
onsite visits

• Johnson & Johnson collects and visualizes data from its 
surgical instruments that are being used by the hospitals, 
and builds aggregated benchmarks and comparisons.

Use vendor´s accumulated 
data to analyze, predict, 
and optimize customer´s 
business operations and 
organizational processes.



Data-
enabled
performance

Vendors take over the responsibility of specific processes 
on behalf of their customers and sell measurable and 
guaranteed performance and capacity outcomes.

EXAMPLES: 
• Kemira collects real-time data on the chemical 

processing activities of their customer and helps the 
customer to improve and steer their operations based on 
mutually set KPIs. 

• GE Power collects data from power plants and sells 
enhanced energy production as a service. 

• MAN Trucks and Bus sells “truck use as a service” and 
optimizes truck location and condition based on data.

selling data-enabled performance 
outcomes is to combine data-
enhanced products and data-
driven services 



Key 
takeaways

• Data economy is servitized just like any other
business
• Productize data for internal use to gain 

maximum speed, 

• Productize and Servitize data to maximize 
partner network (closed data ecosystems) 

• Servitize data to maximize sales and 
customer value. 



Why this 
matters?

Trend - from products to data-
driven services is reality

Transformation journey for 
companies selecting success

Challenges existing business 
strategy

Requires new skills and mindset
from your staff



Transformation partner in 200+ 
cases

Dataproductbusiness.com

Why so serious? 
This IS a Finn smiling! 



A few resources 
to explore

BOOK Deliver Value in the Data 
Economy 

PHD RESEARCH Standardizing Data 
as a Service Value Chain to 
Maximise Data value and 
Monetization

dataproductbusiness.com


